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The paper reviews literature data with respect to
the importance of studies performed on dogs for indepth knowledge of their behaviour and behavioural
expression. Given the close cohabitation of dogs and
humans, the study of dogs' behaviour is an important
goal in selecting specialized breeds for various activities related to humans, where an aggressive or an
unstable temperament should be avoided. Moreover,
the nowadays dogs' lifestyle is similar to humans being
even reported some behavioural disorders or developmental pathologies similar to humans. Therefore, considering the conditions and causes of these issues,
most often similar to humans, the control, therapy or
prevention of them in both humans and dogs may be
discussed.
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Această lucrare analizează datele din literatura de
specialitate cu privire la importanța studiilor efectuate
pe câini pentru o mai bună cunoaștere a comportamentului câinilor și modului lor de exprimare a manifestărilor comportamentale. Prin natura coabitării apropiate dintre câini și oameni, studiul comportamentului câinilor reprezintă un obiectiv important în selectarea raselor specializate pentru diferitele activități
asociate oamenilor, unde un comportament agresiv
sau un temperament instabil ar trebui evitat. Mai mult,
condițiile actuale de viață ale câinilor sunt similare cu
cele ale oamenilor, fiind chiar raportate unele tulburări
de comportament și patologii comportamentale similare cu cele ale oamenilor. Așadar, considerând condițiile și cauzele acestor probleme, de cele mai multe ori
similare cu ale oamenilor, controlul, terapia și prevenirea lor, atât la oameni cât și la câini, poate fi discutată.
Cuvinte cheie: comportament, câine, sănătate și
stare de bine, anti-îmbătrânire

Over the time, the dog was the subject of many
experiments which substantially contributed to the
development of medicine, including pharmacology
and various areas of cosmetics and food industry, leading to products nowadays certified to be safe for
human and/or animal consumption or using. Additionally, dogs are important in certain domains such as
criminology (13, 15, 49), detection of drugs or antipersonnel mines, as social animals or for the assistance of people with disabilities (31, 35, 36).
Domestic dogs are successfully used in upper and
middle school to observe the behavioral and anatomical peculiarities, to study the functions of body
apparats and systems, in learning medical manoeuvres and for developing specific skills and competences (2, 12, 18).
(51) suggested that through scanning the DNA of
domestic dogs it is possible to approximately identify
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the time when the ancestral domestic dog had been
separated from the group of wolves. The estimation of
about 135,000 years ago cannot be correlated with the
human activities in the absence of reliable evidence
that can hardly be dated from that period (28). By
selection, some breeds of dogs were obtained which
certainly had desired qualities or were more specialized for one function and less skilled for another, developing dog breeds known as excellent companions,
rescue dogs or hunting dogs (5, 14, 24, 27).
In this context, the aim of this paper is to highlight
the importance of studies performed on dogs for indepth knowledge of their behaviour and behavioural
expression induced by ageing.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
This paper is a review study based on several databases checking and in which papers about the use of
dogs in biomedical experimentation were published.
According to (9), the capacity of searching of specific
literature actively stimulate the complete knowledge
of a domain, increasing thus the potential for a pros-
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pective exploration of the researched topics. The
open-access systems of databases and increasingly
free access of information on social networks have led
to the accumulation and comparison of information in
each field.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A better understanding of the dog behaviour would
be beneficial in a society that considers the dog
attacks on people and the deaths that result from
them to be an ongoing problem. The Humane Society
of the United States estimates that 2% of the population is yearly bitten by dogs (over six million people)
and between ten to twenty percent of these bites are
fatal, the victims usually being children (20). Also, in
order to increase the degree of individual security in
the USA, the number of dogs considered to be of aggressive breeds (especially of Pit Bull breed) increased by 36% from 1986 to 1994 (34) fact which led
the authorities to prohibit dogs of these breeds.
The first behavioural research on dogs was published by (8), highlighting how domestication influenced the behaviour of dogs and diminished their fear
of humans. He sustained the evolution of specialized
cortical brain areas, fact which was demonstrated in
recent years by MRI investigations (1, 48). In their
research, (17) showed the relationship between the
interacting factors that can determine the variation of
the brain size in dogs in relation to the body size or
their specialization, the external and internal morphology of the skull and the organization of internal brain
networks. Darwin also studied the social behaviour of
dogs, observing the affectionate expression manifestations for their human owners (8). According to (8),
the dog's consciousness would appear as a result of a
conflict between lasting social feelings (attachment)
and transient desires (hunger, play etc.), being known
that the moral behaviour in humans is based on the
same foundation.
In a study of (37) it was investigated whether
visual orders, as opposed to verbal ones, are more
effective when dogs are trained to bring an object.
Dogs responded better to visual hand gestures than to
verbal orders, although the speed of response was
faster when both types of commands were used together. While dogs use vocalization to communicate
(vocalizations are usually context-specific, for example for attracting attention) (40), they also largely communicate using discrete body postures (23), both
intra-specific (dog to dog communication) and interspecific (dog to man communication). Thus, dogs can
respond to the intention of an activity by eyes suggestion or if we gesture from the head (21) or point the
hand, head or foot towards a certain object (22). (10)
showed that the effectiveness of the command was
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reduced when the person who gave the order turned
his back. This implies that body postures appear to be
important for dogs in understanding signals as part of
human-dog communication, but may be context dependent. As for people, at least 30 repetitions are
needed to strengthen the conditional factor and an
accuracy of 80% of the previously exercise for a new
activity learning (27, 43).
Although all mammals go through the physiological
life stages from early development to puberty, ageing
and death, the temporal dynamics with which these
phenomena occur in relation to humans are different.
(52) propose the mapping of common methylation
changes in mammalian genomes as they age, mainly
generating some relevant data on the associations and
representativeness of ages in humans and dogs. The
study of epigenetic "clocks" (11) was successful in determining age in humans but not accurate in estimating age in mice or dogs. Studies on dogs are a useful
model for such comparisons because much of the
dog's environment, diet, chemical exposure, physiological or developmental patterns are similar to those of
humans. According to the NIH investigator, Dr. Elaine
Ostrander, "dogs experience the same biological hallmarks of aging as humans, but do so in a compressed
period, around 10 to 15 years on average, versus over
70 years in humans. This makes dogs invaluable for
studying the genetics of aging across mammals, including humans" (30). Thus, the life expectancy of the
Labrador breed is 12 years and translates as 70 years
in humans, which corresponds to the average life expectancy worldwide by establishing the formula “human age = 16 ln (dog age) + 31” (52).
Many breeds of dogs are used to study some aspects of ageing and the effects of degeneration of internal organs caused by aging. For this purpose, the
Beagle dogs are the most often used. They have a lifespan of 12 to 14 years, individuals over 9 years are
considered "old", being associated with people between 66 and 96 years (26, 33). As in humans, the
cognitive and neurobiological changes are observed in
dogs from middle age (6-8 years) and become more
visible as they age, some dogs developing the early
stages and symptoms of Alzheimer's disease (7, 16).
Because the duration of studies on ageing in Beagle
dogs is time consuming and leads to huge costs, scientists have resorted to models of accelerated ageing
caused experimentally by chemical compounds, such
as D-galactose (29). This kind of method has been
used as a model of accelerated ageing in mice and rats
(25, 41) and may be used to improve the efficiency of
ageing studies in the case of Beagle dogs. In mice
aged with D-galactose, progressively decreases in
learning and memory capacity, mobility and cardiac
dysfunction are observed, which are similar to mice
that age naturally (19).
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As in humans, memory decreases in dogs with age
and manifests itself by affecting the ability of spatial
orientation, this stage being recorded at the beginning
of the aging process, between 6 and 7 years (44). In
vivo brain imaging studies show that in the brain of older dogs there is a cortical atrophy and an enlargement of the ventricles (45), atrophy occurring through
the destruction of neurons and changes in neuronal
density, as in humans (42, 52). In dogs, the volume of
white matter in the brain also decreases with age and,
interestingly, appears to have a different pattern in
males and females (46). Frontal lobe atrophy intensifies with age, especially in older males, while in females the temporal lobe atrophy was reported to be
more evident. Given that myelin loss is observed in
dogs as they age, the frontal cortex being particularly
vulnerable, this may be critically involved in cognitive
decline in both sexes (6, 38, 50). Both in humans and
dogs, the Alzheimer's disease is accompanied by progressive dementia and the accumulation of senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Plates contain betaamyloid (Aβ) (39) that forms either extracellular or
deposits in the cytoplasm of neurons, leading to their
degeneration. Dogs develop a type of Aβ pathology
similar to that of humans. Aβ deposition occurs progressively, firstly affecting the prefrontal cortex of the
dog and later the temporal and occipital cortex, similar
to aspects reported in humans (38, 47).
Because dogs may develop Alzheimer's disease, older dogs have been used to test some different therapies that have been tested in human clinical trials. A
diet rich in antioxidants and mitochondrial co-factors
improved cognition and reduced neuropathology in older dogs over a period of 2.8 years. Behavioural enrichment, which includes new and complex exercises,
environmental improving, social enrichment and cognitive training, also lead to significant cognitive and
neurobiological benefits. Statins have also been associated with a reduced risk of Alzheimer's disease by
lowering cholesterol levels (3, 32).
CONCLUSIONS
The investigations on dogs' behaviour and changes
induced by ageing and various brain pathologies revealed many similarities with those of humans. Therefore, in many cases, the dog may be used as an animal
model for the evolution of these diseases. Moreover,
various therapeutic strategies can be tested on dogs
affected by natural brain impairment as a result of
ageing, including here antioxidant diets and learning
programs, interruption of beta-amyloid processing by
anti-inflammatory drugs or statins etc.
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